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Beyond The Label Women Leadership
TEKLYNX International, known for barcode labeling software solutions and customer support that help supply chains and companies work better, today
announced Global Marketing Director Jenna Wagner has ...
TEKLYNX Global Marketing Director Jenna Wagner Wins Supply & Demand Chain Executive 2021 Women in Supply Chain Award
In conjunction with the Fairchild Media Group’s Women in Power: Female Forces virtual event, the inaugural WWD and FN 50 Most Powerful Women List
celebrates the achievements of female leadership ...
WWD and FN’s 50 Most Powerful Women
Seven months on the reckoning on inappropriate behaviour in the Australian music industry is only just hitting its straps.
The music industry’s reckoning is far from over
Both women had angered Time’s Up supporters with the idea they'd offered any help to Cuomo, and that Tchen initially discouraged other Time's Up leaders
from commenting publicly on allegations ...
New head of Time's Up pledges openness after Cuomo scandal
The redefined roles and restructuring of the Awards Department comes during a transformational period at the Recording Academy as the organization
evolves to better serve its membership and the music ...
The Recording Academy Appoints Ruby Marchand To Chief Awards & Industry Officer; Joanna Chu Elevated To Vice President Of Awards
They discovered I was dyslexic. In this case, labels worked because then I realized I had the ability to overcome my learning disability. This gave me
the confidence to find my path. My one ...
Beyond the Boardroom: Barham Benefit Group's James Barham
The manufacturer behind some of Australia’s most iconic beer brands has raised a glass to equal paid parental leave, removing the primary and secondary
labels from its ... the gap down and keep it low ...
Australian drinks giant Lion raises a glass to equal paid parental leave
The five regional winners of O2’s Everyday Heroes Award now have the chance to be crowned the UK’s small business hero and win £5,000 cash.
O2 sets out to crown the UK’s small business hero, but who will get your vote?
This year, Citi has expanded the number of non-profits with three additional partners, Asian University for Women, Ditch the Label and Pencils of
Promise ... across Asia through women’s education and ...
Citi Kicks Off 9th Annual e for education Campaign
The label “date movie” hasn’t traditionally been applied much to documentaries but filmmakers Betsy West and Julie Cohen have twice now made non-fiction
films of trailblazing female icons ...
‘RBG’ filmmakers find a rich vein: Feminist love stories
Covid-19 and climate change are dominating the start of the General Assembly gathering. The U.N. secretary general warned that an increasingly divided
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world was “on the edge of an abyss.” ...
U.N. Live Updates: Biden Pledges to Work Toward ‘Peaceful, Prosperous Future For All’
50 leading firms have collaborated to appoint 100 young professionals to the community, representing 12 sectors and 20 countries - 50% are women ...
Beyond proposing their young leaders to ...
50 Firms Collaborate to Champion Next Gen Careers in Industry
In every MRE, troops are afforded two avenues to “doctor up” their meals: an iodized salt packet and an uber-miniature bottle of Tabasco brand hot sauce
(which is essentially just spicy vinegar). But ...
Review: Pull the pin on a flavor explosion with The General’s Hot Sauce
Twitter hired chief design officer Dantley Davis to detox the platform and shake up its corporate culture. Both are uphill battles.
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